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Fantasy sports are games where participants take on the role of a coach or general manager. 
Participants build their own teams through a drafting process and compete against the teams 
other fantasy owners compile. Winners and losers are determined by the real-life statistics of the 
professional athletes that make up fantasy teams. In recent years, this notion of fantasy sports has 
become increasingly popular. The majority of this popularity growth can be attributed to 
technological advancements. The birth of fantasy sports was roughly 40 years ago, where people 
recorded their own statistics, scores, and league standings on paper (Shipman, 2001) Participants 
were scarce, but today over 30 million individuals actively participate in fantasy sports. “The 
web has made the barrier to entry to play [fantasy sports] drop to practically nothing” and it 
requires a lot less work to participate (Benderoff, 2007). With technology creating easier-to-
operate fantasy sports leagues popular, entertainment and technology companies jumped in and 
began offering fantasy sports applications. Currently, the three major companies involved in 
fantasy sports (in terms of market share) are Yahoo Inc., ESPN Inc., and CBS Corporation 
(Peters, 2017). Additionally, massive companies like DraftKings and FanDuel were created for 
the sole purpose of fantasy sports. Fantasy sports revenues total billions of dollars a year, and 
that is not including league entry fees, premium cable/internet packages participants buy to 
watch every game, and the cost of detailed information (Benderoff, 2007).  
Fantasy sports began in the 1960s with baseball. Today anything from golf to MMA fighting 
is available for fantasy sports users to experience of all fantasy sports, football tends to be the 
most popular. In 2017, 35.6% of fantasy sports participants played football, which is over 20% 
more than the second biggest segment of the market, baseball (Peters, 2017). This is because 
there are only 16 games over a 17-week season. It is easy to check/change line-ups, keep up with 
scores, there is more time (a week) between games and all the games are on the same day.  
Fantasy sports have become very important to fans, some argue that fantasy has caused 
people to become fans of players, rather than teams. Even individuals who are not sports fans are 
participating because they enjoy the analytical aspect. Some even referring to fantasy football as 
a “numbers geek world” (Wood, 2012). Fantasy games are available for everyone; participants, 
advertising companies, major corporations, and start-ups. 
The goal of this research is to develop a quantitative method of ranking and listing players in 
terms of performance. These rankings can then be used to evaluate players prior to and during a 
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fantasy football draft. To produce these rankings, we develop a methodology for forecasting the 
performance of each individual player (on different metrics) for the upcoming season (16 games) 
and use these forecasts to estimate player fantasy football scores for the 2018 season. 
More specifically, this work answers the following: 
1. In what order should players be drafted in a 2018 fantasy football draft and why? 
2. Which players can be expected to perform the best at their given position (Quarterback, 
Running back, Wide Receiver, Kicker, Team Defense) in 2018, and which players should 
we expect to perform poorly? 
We used a dataset from ArmchairAnalysis.com, and used an ARIMA methodology to forecast 
the fantasy scores of each player one season into the future. The forecast was based on historical 
individual performance metrics. Our validation revealed that this approach produces forecasts 
that are, on average, only 3.53% off from the actual fantasy scores of NFL players. 
   
2 Literature Review 
Several studies in the literature and ample coverage in the media have been devoted to fantasy 
sports. Intriguingly, the literature pertains to three distinct subtopics involving fantasy sporting 
games. The first is the evolution of fantasy sports, discussing where it began and their thoughts 
of where it should go in the future. The second is the legality of it. In the many years of fantasy 
sports, never was there a thought of its similar structure to illegal sports gambling. That changed 
in the early 2000s, and still has an impact on fantasy application providers to this day. The third 
is the analysis and prediction of player performance, which is directly tied to fantasy scoring, i.e., 
winning/losing.  
2.1 Fantasy Sports Evolution and New Ideas 
In the early 2000s fantasy sports began to skyrocket. There were more options and providers of 
fantasy applications than ever before. This level of growth continued to climb. In the mid to late 
2000s, instantaneous communications technology began to allow users to play fantasy sports in 
real time from almost anywhere (Plimi, 2006). Smartphones were becoming increasingly popular 
and on-the-go internet access meant people could check, change, even draft line-ups wherever 
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they were. The mobilization of technology assisted fantasy growth astronomically. It made live 
drafting and participating in multiple leagues simpler. “As the internet has grown, so has the 
business [of fantasy sports] … and that’s no fantasy” (Benderoff, 2007). With this increased 
simplicity, Plimi (2006) constructed a method for selecting players for a fantasy team prior to 
and during a fantasy draft. The method included selecting a player, assigning a logical rule to 
that player defining one or more conditions governing if/when that player will be drafted. This 
process would then repeat itself throughout the draft. The use of logical conditions in this model 
was its shortcoming. The pre-draft analysis of players is highly general when draft status is based 
solely on one or more logical conditions. Especially in this particular model where there was a 
lack of statistical analysis.  
Many believed that to succeed at fantasy sports you had to be a real-life sports fanatic. That 
belief changed in 2010, when a man named John Rozek, a soft-spoken accountant form Chicago, 
was named the best Fantasy Football player in the world (McNamara, 2010). Rozek did not 
attribute his success to being an avid football fan. Instead it was detailed that he was an 
intellectual who understood how to analyze something and put the pieces together; all that was 
necessary was moderate knowledge of football. McNamara (2010) detailed that it is not 
necessarily about who you draft, but who your opponent does not draft. Explaining that to be 
good at fantasy sports, participants must take advantage of opponent’s mistakes on draft day. 
This notion of analytics, problem solving, and the finer parts of fantasy sports changed the way 
people played the game. Especially when Rozek “earned $25,000 for sitting around in shorts and 
flip-flops, sipping beer out of a Packers pint glass and pretending to be an NFL general 
manager.” Talk about a fantasy (McNamara, 2010). 
Another recent alteration of fantasy sports, especially in football, are the multitude of scoring 
options. Originally, fantasy football was scored the same way for all leagues and relatively the 
same across all fantasy platforms. Today, there are many aspects of scoring. Standard Scoring 
method, which is the original scoring method (simply no points for player receptions). Within the 
Standard Scoring method, league participants can even set the number of decimal places they 
desire. Selection usually ranges form 0-2 decimal places. In addition to standard scoring there is 
Points Per Reception (PPR), meaning that each catch by a player counts as a certain number of 
points (usual PPR is 1 or 0.5 points). Besides player scoring, participants can enter one day, one 
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week, or full season match-ups if they so wish (Shipman, 2001) All these options and 
differentiators were not available until the late 2000s. Additionally, Shipman (2001) expresses in 
detail how technology changed the game of fantasy sports: 
• Most of the scoring and analysis used to be calculated on paper, by the league 
commissioner. Now, it is all done via computer programing. 
• Player statistics had to be collected and consolidated manually, whereas they are now 
available on all fantasy platforms. 
• Communication that was required in leagues before was astronomical. Now you do not 
often know the people against whom you are playing. 
• The level of commitment and time necessary to participate in fantasy sports used to be 
much greater. 
Lastly, a strong point about the positive domino effect caused by fantasy sports was explained. 
Fantasy sports blend gamesmanship and spectatorship. The success of fantasy impacts not only 
the companies directly providing fantasy services, but also the original real sports themselves. 
Because fantasy teams are comprised of players from multiple real-life teams participants are 
motivated to watch more games outside of their local team. Fantasy sports are causing sports 
spectators to become more immersed and engaged in the actual sport itself (Shipman, 2001). 
2.2 Legality of Fantasy Sports 
Since the boom of fantasy sports in the early 2000s, many have questioned if fantasy sports 
should be considered illegal sports gambling. It is important to recall that using fantasy sports 
services were not always free as they are today. When fantasy games were becoming popular, 
big platform providers would charge a fee to use their service. The winner of the league would 
walk away with most of those fees, most of the time in the form of prizes (Greenfield, 2003). 
Now, this is no longer the case. Today, fantasy service providers like ESPN and Yahoo Inc. 
make their revenues from selling advertisement space on the fantasy service platform. There are 
still some pay-to-play services, the major ones being DraftKings and FanDuel which charge fees 
to enter contests and have payouts for a certain threshold of participants. These companies 
started in the 2010s and are relatively new to the market and have been the center of the talk 
around illegal gambling concerns.  
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Greenfield (2003) both refutes and confirms that fantasy sports should be considered 
gambling. One side likes to describe fantasy sports as hobbies, entertainment, a skill, even a way 
to alleviate the urge to gamble. People have even claimed “[fantasy sports are] saving me from 
gambling. You put up X amount of dollars and that’s all you can lose. It’s the best thing since 
sliced bread”. Others say that fantasy sports expose the youth to gambling, because you don’t 
have to be an adult to play. Illinois Council on Problem and Compulsive Gambling explained 
there is no legal grey area. Fantasy sports are wagers, and whenever someone bets anything on 
the outcome of an event it is wagering, which is illegal involving sports (Greenfield, 2003). 
There are obviously stances on the argument, but in 2003 there still had not been one prosecution 
involving fantasy sports.  
In 2006, the first substantial lawsuit was filed by Charles Humphrey against a plethora of 
online fantasy sports providers. These providers included Viacom, CBS, and ESPN (Moorman, 
2008). Humphrey claimed that online fantasy providers were engaged in a gambling enterprise 
that was illegal by state wagering and gambling laws. This was during the time where 
participants paid providers a fee to use their services and the fees would be distributed to the 
winner of a league. The lawsuit sought to recover the fees Humphrey paid to the fantasy service 
providers under qui tam laws, which “allow individuals to recoup losses sustained while 
gambling” and challenged these providers under multiple state statues. Eventually it was deemed 
that online fantasy sports leagues are not gambling, and that Humphrey would not be recouped 
for his losses. According to Moorman (2008) the court could differentiate entry fees and 
bets/wager and say that the conditionality of the entry fee and the guarantee of prizes/payouts 
constitute when a contest is gambling or not.  
Most recently, the new craze of DraftKings and FanDuel and their “daily fantasy” platforms 
caused a lot of turmoil in courtrooms. The idea behind their one-day fantasy is a quick contest, 
that brings in high volumes of participants, with buy-ins and pay-outs for winners, very similar 
to traditional fantasy play. But, in 2015 daily fantasy sports were constituted as illegal gambling 
in the state of New York, and both DraftKings and FanDuel were issued cease-and-desist notices 
(Purdum and Rovell, 2015). New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman demanded that 
these two industry giants stop taking wagers/bets from the people of New York. Because of this 
case other states took notice and began to rethink the legality of daily fantasy sports. Both 
companies based their businesses around the Unlawful Gambling Enforcement Act of 2006, 
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defending that they were not accepting wagers based on a contest of chance, explaining that 
winning and losing depends on a plethora of elements and not pure chance (Purdum and Rovell, 
2015). The argument is that if players use all information that is available, perform the analysis, 
become thinkers, and put pieces together, they can improve their skills. Therefore, improve their 
chances of success.  
 
2.3 Analysis and Prediction of Player Performance  
Participants of fantasy sports realize the importance of accurate projections and player analysis. 
Deriving key statistics, performance indicators, and information is as precious as gold in fantasy 
sports (Wood, 2012). Over time, the ability of technology and fantasy participants to predict 
future player performance has improved in both information and accuracy. Morris et al (2006) 
developed a model to predict fantasy player performance based on player Performance 
Prediction Index (PPI), which is made up of all players performance predictions. These PPIs 
were then updated periodically to match up with gameplay, update weekly in the fantasy football 
(a game every week). The calculation of PPIs uses historical individual player performance 
information as well as game play information (e.g., whether it is a home or away game) in a 
least-squares regression.  This study used a total of 14 explanatory input variables in the least-
squares regression, most of which pertained to game play rather than individual performance 
metrics, making the accuracy of player performance projections very questionable. Nevertheless, 
the PPIs calculated were then utilized to draft fantasy sports teams in fantasy football.  
Besides drafting, there are many further important decisions one must make to succeed in 
fantasy sports. To address some of the challenging post-draft decisions, Ware and Webb (2008) 
developed a model to evaluate when to add a player to a line-up and when to drop another. The 
model encompasses both historical and current statistics to predict how many points a given 
fantasy team will score over a full season. This methodology is then applied to an alter roster, in 
which the participant may add a new player or change the starting line-up, and a full season score 
is derived for the altered roster. With the season totals calculated, the difference between the 
original and altered rosters represents the value of the line-up change, showing the fantasy owner 
the impact of the addition or subtraction of a player on the team’s overall season points. “To 
successfully manage a fantasy football team, an owner must constantly examine different players 
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and evaluate how they can contribute to the stats earned by the [overall] fantasy team” (Ware and 
Webb, 2008). This study also details the steps fantasy mangers should follow to use this model 
successfully:  
1. Examine the rankings of all players available (not on a fantasy owners team). 
2. Examine the rankings of players on your team and in the starting line-up. 
3. Change the starting line-up around to optimize the rankings and overall score of the line-
up/team. 
The “core [of fantasy football] is to estimate how much a given player will score in each game 
and over the course of an entire season” (Optimized Financial Systems, 2014).  If a fantasy 
owner can predict future scores, then they obviously put themselves at a great advantage over the 
competition. A recent study by Optimized Financial Systems (2014) used weekly statistics for all 
players in the league from the year 2000 through the 2013 NFL season to predict fantasy football 
scores for Quarterbacks using Vectorial ARMA models. The specific method used was a Python 
script that migrated and organized the data into a SQLite database. Once the data was cleaned 
and migrated due to the amount of data points for many of the Quarterbacks, the model had to 
shift focus. It would analyze quarterback scores over time against specific opponents, then given 
the performance against each team the QBs could be ranked. To accomplish this a Postulate 
ARMA script was run in MATLAB to develop base models for each team. After that, additional 
variables such as sacks, interceptions, and other statistical metrics were added into the model to 
improve it, yet none were deemed statistically significant. With the base models for each team in 
hand, individual QB data was added to the model to forecast points and rankings. The results 
showed that many of the weekly forecasted scores were quite close to the QBs actual average 
weekly score, whereas the forecasted rankings were not close to the actual rankings. This 
mismatch shows fantasy owners do not always draft in the order of highest ranked player, even 
though this ranking of QBs provides fantasy owners a relative scale for comparison prior to a 
fantasy draft. 
In this paper, we use Autoregressive Integrated Moving average (ARIMA) models for 
forecasting players’ fantasy points for the upcoming season. A reader not familiar with the 
ARMA modeling approach may refer to Hyndman and Athanasopoulos (2018) for an 
introduction to this methodology. 
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There are still voids in the research, discussions, and ideas in the literature that can be built 
upon. Many individuals research the cases between fantasy providers and those who bring them 
to court on speculation of illegal gambling. There are frequent attempts to build the next fantasy 
sports platform, or a game that all consumers will want to experience Information is gold and 
possessing the best information is highly important to fantasy sports success. Why not try to 
provide the best information available? Develop new models to analyze not just QBs or one 
position, but all positions for upcoming drafts. The ability to predict the future and predict it well 
is something that millions of fantasy sports diehards would pay top dollar to get their hands on. 
Proving both consumers and fantasy sports providers with optimal draft rankings and player 
scoring projections on an annual basis can be used throughout the industry.  
In the following two sections we elaborate on our dataset, our use of ARIMA models for 




The dataset used in this study was the NFL data for research, obtained from the website 
ArmchairAnalysis.com. It contains 18 years of complete information about every NFL 
game/player/play, totaling 4,700 games, 10,000+ players, and 780,000+ plays. 
This study focused on the last 18 seasons for: 
• Offensive players, for which we used the following metrics: 
o Pass Attempts 
o Pass Completions 
o Pass Yards 
o Quarterback Interceptions (INTs) 
o Touchdown Passes (TD Pass) 
o Rushing Attempts 
o Rushing Yards 
o Rushing Touchdowns (Rush TD) 




o Receiving Yards (Rec. Yards) 
o Receiving Touchdowns (Rec. TD) 
o Fumbles Lost 
• Kickers, for which we used: 
o Points After Touchdowns (PAT) 
o Short Field Goals (Less than 40 yards) 
o Medium Field Goals (40-49 Yards) 
o Long Field Goals (50+ Yards) 
• Defense, for which the data provided us with: 
o Defensive Fantasy Points Per Team 
The original data came in a multitude of separate tables, which needed to be queried, filtered, 
and related to one another using Power Query in Microsoft Excel. The purpose of this was to 
gather only the relevant fantasy football performance metrics for each player in a clean table 
structure format for time series analysis. 
4 Our ARIMA-based Methodology 
All players that were examined in this study had played in at least one game in 2017 and played 
in at least 15 games throughout their career. The threshold of 15 games was chosen to ensure a 
given player is valuable enough to be selected in a fantasy football draft and that he has a reliable 
number of data points to be analyzed. If a player had played in the required number of games, his 
historical performance throughout his career was used to project fantasy scoring metrics (listed 
in section 4.1) one season (16 games) into the future. Players were then ranked based on their 
calculated fantasy football scores for the 2018 season. These players were ranked by position and 
overall. 
For this study, we assume each fantasy football scoring metric to be an independent univariate 
time series, meaning correlation between performance metrics was ignored in this research study. 
We developed an R Script to iterate through each performance metric for each individual 
player and fit the best univariate ARIMA model to predict that specific performance metric of 
that player in the upcoming season (16 games into the future). With the performance projections 
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in hand, the R Script then calculated the total fantasy football score for each offensive player for 
the upcoming season, using a Points Per Reception (PPR) fantasy scoring formula: 
Offense Fantasy Points= (0.4×Pass Yards) + (-2×INTs) + (4×TD Pass)  
+ (0.1×Rush Yards) + (6×Rush TD) + (1×Reception)  
+ (0.1×Rec. Yards) + (6×Rec TD) + (-2×Fumble Lost) 
Kickers require standard scoring method (as they do not play offense): 
Kicker Fantasy Points = (1×PAT) + (3×Short FG) + (4×Medium FG) + (5×Long FG) 
Defensive fantasy points were the only metric being projected for defenses, they required no 
formula. The outputs from the R Script were then made into their own comma separated value 




The results were broken down by position as well as an overall list of the top fantasy football 
players available in 2018. In addition to fantasy scores, it was important to analyze the 
projections for each scoring metric forecasted in the ARIMA model. The following charts exhibit 
the scoring metric for a few sample players over time as well as the one season (16 game) 
projection period.  
5.1 Analysis of Player Performance Metrics 













The four ways of scoring as a kicker are also very important, kickers that make the most 
long-distance field goals are the most desirable, fantasy participants look for kickers with high 
frequencies of field goals, as well as for kickers who play indoors (weather is less of a factor). 
Analysis and predictions of the frequency of long-distance field goals for popular fantasy kickers 











Fantasy defenses can make or break a participant’s week. First, they do not score many 
points, and second, they are the most likely player in a fantasy line-up to post negative points in 








5.2 Player Rankings – By Position 
One of the keys of this research and analysis is to see which players can be expected to perform 
well at their given position in the 2018 season. If a player can be expected to perform well, then 
it would be in the best interest of a fantasy football participant to select them early on in a 
fantasy draft.  
We break down players into the top five for each position, offensive players within the top 
five thresholds for each position should receive serious consideration when drafting players in 
early fantasy draft rounds (rounds 1-3). The top five ranking for each position in 2018, according 















5.3 Player Rankings – Overall Top 100 
The second major question of this research is to determine the order in which players should be 
drafted. The forecasted list of top 100 players available in a 2018 fantasy football draft provides 
fantasy participants the players that should come off the draft board throughout the duration of 
the draft (depending on a ten or twelve team league), also showing where value can be found 







5.4 Forecast Validation and Accuracy 
To ensure the validity of the 2018 fantasy football scores and rankings, the method was repeated 
using all data for each player up until 2016, rather than 2017, producing fantasy scores for 2017.  
Fantasy score projections for 2017 were then analyzed against players actual 2017 fantasy scores 
(excluding first year players). The absolute percentage error between 2017 forecasts and actuals 
was derived for each player. The absolute percentage errors were then averaged leaving the 
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE).  
The MAPE between the 2017 forecasted and actual fantasy scores was 3.53%. Most of the 
error is believed to be attributed to injuries that players sustain causing them to miss plays, 
games, even seasons. Considering injuries were not accounted for in this model, the fantasy 
score forecasts are substantially accurate.  
 
6 Limitations/Future Work 
Even though our approach shows a small average percentage error of nearly 3.5%, our model has 
a few key limitations which leaves the door open for future developments.  
First, in the majority of fantasy football leagues, if a kicker were to miss a field goal or a 
point after touchdown (PAT) then negative points would be applied to that kicker’s fantasy 
score. Missed field goals and PATs were absent from the dataset used in this model. The 
forecasting accuracy of kicker scores may be improved by considering misses in the model.  
Second, injury is a large part of fantasy football, and many players do get hurt during the 
season. Some for longer stretches of time than others. Our model did not account for the 
probability of injury to a player, which is extremely difficult to determine.  
Finally, our ARIMA model assumed that a player’s various performance metrics are not 
correlated. Considering correlations between player performance metrics, (e.g., completions and 
passing yards) using a multivariate time series method may improve the accuracy of future 
projections, but this would require an advanced graduate-level understanding of timeseries 
modeling.  
Our methodology can indeed be applied across all fantasy team sports. It would be beneficial 
to adapt this model to analyze baseball, basketball, hockey, and the various other fantasy sports 
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available to consumers. In addition to expanding to other sports, developing the ability to analyze 
performance on a game-to-game basis could drastically assist a fantasy owner beyond the initial 
draft period, to win his/her match-up in any given week. With fantasy sports drafts being annual 
events, this model could be updated to provide fantasy football owners with the information they 
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